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Appeal: No. KPPRA/GRR/Appeal/1-26/2019-20 

M/S Premier System (Pvt) Ltd 

Address: B-401, B-402, 3rd Floor, JB Tower, University Road, Peshawar. 

……………………………………………………………………….…...........................Appellant  

Versus 

i. Project Director, Computerization of Land Records, Board of Revenue. 

ii. Software Engineer, Computerization of Land Records, Board of Revenue. 

iii. Director Projects & Technical, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa IT Board. 

…………………………………………………………….……….....................……Respondents  

Appeal Proceedings: 

This appeal has been filed under Section 35(1)(b) of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Public Procurement 

Regulatory Authority Act, 2012 read with Rule 7(1)(c) of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Public 

Procurement Grievance Redressal Rules, 2017 by M/S Premier System (Pvt) Ltd Address: B-401, 

B-402, 3rd floor JB Tower University Road Peshawar (hereinafter Appellant) against the Project 

Director Computerization of Land Records Phase 1 & Phase 2, ii. Software Engineer 

Computerization of Land Records Office at Board of Revenue Project Management Unit Revenue 

Academy Adjacent to KPRA Phase 3 Chowk Hayatabad, iii. Director Project & Technical Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa (hereinafter Respondents). 

Upon receipt of the subject appeal under Section 35 of the KPPRA Act, 2012, the same was 

admitted for regular hearing where after the Managing Director, KPPRA nominated Mr. Naeem 

Khan, Acting Senior Pharmacist, Directorate General Health Services, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

Peshawar as Technical Assistant among the approved list of Technical Assistants under Rule 10(2) 

of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Public Procurement Grievance Redressal Rules, 2017 and entrusted 

him to submit his recommendations vide KPPRA letter No. KPPRA/GRR/Appeal/1-26/2019-20 

dated 02.08.2019 (Annex-I). 

The Technical Assistant soon after his nomination for handling the appeal in hand issued summons 

to appellant and respondents dated 6.7.2019 to appear in the office of Registrar of Appeals, KPPRA 

in person or by authorized representative along with relevant record and witnesses if any on Friday 

9th August, 2019 at 03:00 PM.  (Annex-II). 

In compliance to the summons so issued by the Technical Assistant the appellant and respondents 

appeared before the Technical Assistant in the office of Registrar of Appeals, KPPRA on the date 

and time so fixed and were heard at length. Not only the appellant was afforded ample opportunity 

of hearing but the available record including the memo of appeal as well as Bidding Documents 

of the Procuring Entity (respondents) were duly considered and deliberated. Similarly, 

Respondents/Procuring Entity through (Mr. Hayat Khan, Software Engineer), the entire record and 

were heard at length. 
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I. Salient Features of the case along with Findings of Technical Assistant are given 

below: 
 

i. That the procuring entity i.e. Project Management Unit (PMU), Board of Revenue (BOR) 

KP had announced two tenders for Lot wise procurement of IT equipment for 

computerization of land records in two phases which were opened on 23.5.2019 and 

24.5.2019 respectively. 

ii. As per advertisement single stage two envelop procedure in compliance to Rule 6(2) (b) 

was adopted. 

iii. As per technical evaluation criteria 60 percent marks were considered as qualification 

criteria.  

iv. In tender of Phase II, three firms participated for Lot 1, while three firms participated for 

Lot 2. In tender of Phase I, two firms participated in Lot 1 while four firms participated for 

Lot 2 (Advertisement Annexed as Annex-III). 

v. In Lot 1 of Phase II, three firms were considered as responsive i.e.: M/S Mega Plus, M/S 

DWP Technologies and M/S Premier system (Annex-IV). 

vi. The financial bids were opened on 29.7.2019. M/S Mega Plus was considered as successful 

bidder being lowest evaluated responsive bid at the rate of 48431440 Rs. /-, whereas the 

appellant quoted 62971480 Rs./- (Annex-IV). 

vii. On 10.6.2019 the appellant made an appeal to the PE , the chairman procurement 

committee regarding confirmation of issuance of manufacturer authorization letter (MAL) 

stating that “it is assumed by the vendor (Mega Plus) and the purchase committee of the 

PE that MAL is only required for hardware of the product mentioned at Serial No. 1 of Lot 

1 of Phase II, whereas if one can go through the same, he will realize that three products 

are crumbled in one, i.e., hardware (Desktop), OS and antivirus” (Annex-V). 

viii. On 24.6.2019, another letter was served to the PE regarding request for confirmation of 

MAL wherein stating that their request dated 10.6.2019 has not been responded yet 

(Annex-VI). 

ix. On 11-07-2019 PE responded to the appellant vide letter No. PMU/PD-II/5025 (Annex-

VII) but Appellant was not satisfied and another letter to the chairman procurement 

committee, computerization of land records in remaining districts (Phase II), dated 12-07-

2019 and showing their concern on reply of BOR (Annex-VIII) 

x. M/S Mega Plus submitted manufacturer Authorization Letter issued in the name of the 

procuring entity from their principle manufacturer i.e. M/S Dell Global BV (Singapore 

Branch) “ server with Operating System (OS) and SQL server, Desktop computer with OS 

and antivirus”. The appellant requested that that M/S Dell only produces Desktop computer 

OS and antivirus facility is not available with M/S Dell.  

xi. The appellant further requested that member of procurement committee fluctuated during 

the process of procurement i.e. in standard bidding documents at page No. 32, the approved 

notified procurement committee consists of members who were not there in the technical 

and financial evaluation process. 
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xii. The appellant initially made complaint for two Phases and later on submitted affidavit to 

restrain his complaint to Phase II only.  

xiii. In Phase II, the appellant made complaint against two Lots i.e. Lot 1 and Lot 2, during the 

process of scrutiny, the appellant in his statement confessed that to restrain his complaint 

to Lot 1 of Phase II only and regarding Lot II, the appellant is being convinced on 

justification provided by the PE and satisfied. 

Findings: 

During the process of hearing it was observed that the appellant initially made complaint for two 

Phases and later on submitted affidavit to restrain his complaint to Phase II only.  

In Phase II, the appellant made complaint against two Lots i.e. Lot 1 and Lot 2, during the process 

of scrutiny, the appellant in his statement confessed that to restrain his complaint to Lot 1 of Phase 

II only and regarding Lot II, the appellant is being convinced on justification provided by the PE 

and satisfied. 

During the process of hearing it was observed that the PE didn’t adopt the notified SBD available 

on Authority website for the procurement of large goods. 

During the process of scrutiny of documents it was observed that the appellant M/S premier 

submitted PO in shape of bid security demanded by the PE in light of advertisement. It is an 

admitted fact that PO shall no more be acceptable in shape of bid security in compliance to the 

instructions issued by the Authority vide a notification No. KPPRA/M&E/Estt:/1-12/2017-18 

Dated Peshawar, the April 05, 2018. 

During the process of hearing, it was observed, the PE in their advertised SBD demanded LCD 

console (mentioned at page no. 24 of the SBD) whereas considered LED from the successful bidder 

i.e. M/S Mega Plus with remarks that their need is being fulfilled with the consideration they have 

made. It was further observed that the successful bidder i.e. Mega Plus in their offered financial 

quotation mentioned “Dell 19.5 inch LCD”, which is prima-facie in contrast to the advertised 

specification.  

During the process of hearing, it was observed that LCD console’s price will be higher than simple 

LED due to advanced features and as per advertised SBD the PE demanded LCD console with 

27U rack for server and later on considered LED with remarks that their need can be fulfilled with 

LED and consideration of LCD console with 27U rack and server is not in the interest of PE due 

to the reason the price difference is very high. It is an admitted fact that the PE has the right to 

explain their need and process bidding documents in light to the same but that shall not be in 

contravention to sub section 11 of section 23 of KPPRA Act 2012 i.e. “no change in the substance 

of bids including change in price shall be sort offered or permitted after the date and time of bid 

closing except as otherwise provided in the rules”. 

During the process of hearing, it was observed that the PE in their technical evaluation criteria 

didn’t consider any weightage for international quality oriented certificates relating to the principle 
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manufacturer and/or required products and only considered parameter relating to authorized 

distributor which in term is violation of Rule 2 (q) i.e. value for money. 

During the process of scrutiny of documents, it was observed that the BER prepared by the PE 

didn’t mention the brand name of the quoted products, country of origin and make, but only 

mentioned name of the vendor with status. It is against the spirit of KPPRA because  

BER means a comprehensive information in regard to the product as well as its manufacturer and 

without the aforesaid substance the purpose of BER is prejudice. 

During the process of hearing the appellant raised queries regarding the manufacturing 

authorization letter(MAL) of the principle manufacturer of the successful bidder i.e. M/S Dell, that 

M/S Dell only deals in desktop computer and they don’t have their own operating systems and 

antivirus for which M/S Dell has to purchase the same from the concerned supplier. Whereas the 

successful bidder have submitted MAL of the principle manufacturer i.e. M/S Dell in which the 

successful bidder was being made authorized to quote desktop computer along with operating 

system (OS) and antivirus from the principle manufacturer (i.e. M/S Dell). The query of the 

appellant to a certain extent is correct that the principle manufacturer of the successful bidder deals 

only in desktop computers and not in OS and antivirus. It is pertinent to mention here that this 

point is relating to the obligations of contract agreement execution and administration. 

Recommendations of the Technical Assistant: 

 Based on facts and finding above, following recommendations are hereby submitted. 

1. The Pay Order of the appellant has been considered in clear contravention to the 

notification of the Authority (referred above). Therefore, it is recommended that the 

Procuring Entity be directed to re-evaluate the Technical as well as Financial bids of 

appellant and respondents in accordance with their requirement and specification best 

known to them though deviation from the mentioned item i.e. LCD console. For the sake 

of fair play and transparency the aggrieved bidder who have participated and quoted bids 

for item under dispute i.e. LCD console may be given a fair chance to quote bids for the 

same item instead of console and the Procuring Entity may re-evaluate the bids so quoted 

to them for LED monitor instead of LCD Console and opt for the Best evaluated responsive 

bid as per SBD and defined under section 2(1)(c) of the KPPRA Act 2012. Provided that 

the next quotation shall not be more than the lowest quoted bid to achieve value for money.  

2. The Procuring Entity be directed to verify the MAL of all responsive bidders before award 

of contract in order to minimize the risk of any future complication and authenticate the 

validity and conformity of MAL of the principal manufacturer. 

Decision of the Authority: 

Memo of appeal along with available record, proceeding conducted by the Technical Assistant 

(TA) so nominated in the instant appeal and statements submitted by the parties thereto have been 

perused and examined in thread bare. Recommendations received from the Technical Assistant are 

reproduced as under: - 
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Based on facts and finding above, following recommendations are hereby submitted. 

1. The Pay Order of the appellant has been considered in clear contravention to the 

notification of the Authority (referred above). Therefore, it is recommended that the 

Procuring Entity be directed to re-evaluate the Technical as well as Financial bids of 

appellant and respondents in accordance with their requirement and specification best 

known to them though deviation from the mentioned item i.e. LCD console. For the sake of 

fair play and transparency the aggrieved bidder who have participated and quoted bids 

for item under dispute i.e. LCD console may be given a fair chance to quote bids for the 

same item instead of console and the Procuring Entity may re-evaluate the bids so quoted 

to them for LED monitor instead of LCD Console and opt for the Best evaluated responsive 

bid as per SBD and defined under section 2(1)(c) of the KPPRA Act 2012. Provided that 

the next quotation shall not be more than the lowest quoted bid to achieve value for money.  

2. The Procuring Entity be directed to verify the MAL of all responsive bidders before award 

of contract in order to minimize the risk of any future complication and authenticate the 

validity and conformity of MAL of the principal manufacturer. 

Since the Procuring Entity has mentioned in its bid solicitation documents that LCD console will 

be procured while during course of hearing the Procuring Entity has explained that LCD monitor 

was intended to be procured showing deviation from the bid solicitation documents, Section 23 of 

KPPRA Act, 2012 and Rule 33 of KPPRA Rules, 2014. Since the Procuring Entity in bid 

solicitation documents has mentioned that bid security in the shape of CDR only shall be accepted 

while the appellant has submitted Pay Order and has been evaluated thereon in contravention to 

the set criteria in accordance with Section 28(d) & (f) of KPPRA Act, 2012 and Rule 39 of KPPRA 

Rules, 2014. Hence this Authority, under the provision of Section 35 of the KPPRA Act, 2012 and 

the Powers conferred upon the Managing Director KPPRA in this regard by the Board of Directors 

(BoD) of the Authority, while agreeing with the recommendations of Technical Assistant has 

reached the conclusion that it would be in the fitness of matter that the bids of appellant and 

successful bidder be re-evaluated on the parameters settled in the advertisement as well as bid 

solicitation documents of the Procuring Entity for the LED monitor. Therefore, the matter is 

remitted back to the Procuring Entity to re-evaluate the bids in accordance with the 

recommendations of the Technical Assistant stated above with intimation of results to this 

Authority within 05 working days from the announcement of this Decision of the Authority and 

award the contract to the best evaluated bidder(s) as defined under Section 2(1)(c) of the KPPRA 

Act, 2012 after verification of MAL of the successful bidder(s). 
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